The "Governments" that want to syringe everyone by force over what has effectively been given up as a meme by all the rest of the World, are growing arrogant.

They can change your life in its entirety or even demand anything from you. But don't you dare protest to change their opinion over anything, as you are in the very least a Terrorist nowadays.

In this exchange of them changing EVERYTHING about our lives and uprooting our whole existence, we are told that even the least amount of protesting or saying NO or having any dislike of it is unacceptable.

This is how you can clearly know we are living now in tyrannical governments in many Nations. Not all, but in many.

We knew they had grown arrogant in the last 2 years, but now their arrogance is reaching higher and higher levels.

They want to chip you, to bankrupt you, and they essentially want to enforce the "Great Reset". These soyboys that want to enforce the cancel culture, mass censorship, mass surveillance, and want to essentially destroy every freedom that has ever existed, are however not very brave or capable to do their great dreams of soylent globalized Jewish dictatorship.

Most countries are already done with this "pandemic" nonsense, Klaus's plan is revealed – more and more understand that Governments didn't care to save you from what ended up to be nothing more severe than a flu.

Even I with basic medical knowledge from a basic curriculum have said at the beginning of this that we will merely co-exist with the "Co-Vid" and that we will in the end have to accept this.

"Accept this? How dare you goy? That would collapse the narrative. We might even have to tell people that vitamin C is good for your health and to not be afraid! This collapses the narrative! There is nothing to accept here. It's the
deadliest bubonic plague the world has ever seen! Get your QR code and magic shot now! Run for your lives!!!!!!!

But how can you let something go when it's such a beautiful and likely human inflicted cause, the Great opportunity to promote the Great Reset? Is it of any reason to listen to common sense at all?

"We want a Great Reset done here, goy. We have no time for this common sense garbage."

Most people understand we not only aren't done yet, but that they will continue. For numerous reasons and outflows of these measures that they want to enforce, people are suffering. And people who suffer are protesting.

We live in a world where you literally cannot express discontent over even a Youtube video. You cannot press a dislike button.

In the same way, you are at no liberty to dislike or even protest against Trudeau and the Great Reset gang. In their infamous statement, the soylent greens explain to us: "YOU WILL OWN NOTHING AND YOU WILL BE HAPPY!"

This ownership of nothing clearly has to do not only with material goods, but not owning any rights or any human dignity on top of it.

While they globally keep people distracted with utmost nonsense, such as #MeToo and other delusions that want to make women and other people think that we live in a fair society or a society of laws. Yet in the meanwhile, all the foundations for any of the legal society and human rights are being removed in their entirety.

The reality is that many countries are being forced by this Conspiracy to a point of "No Return" path of the "Great Reset". Others have called it off for now. Will they re-boot the program? We will see in the closeby future.

This involves radically casting down all freedoms and liberties people had "Once upon a time", this "Once upon a time" being only 2 years ago. It looks like it was centuries ago you would go to a literal cafe without a goddamned QR code.

A segment of the human population still remains brainwashed, a brainwashing that happened deliberately by mass media bombardment, that still assume any of
this had to do with any Pandemic and not really about turning us into a living farm of animals.

Meanwhile, they live it exactly as they believe they never would.

They envision you all with chips in your brain, your personal QR code, and mining you as a living resource. They will tell you beautiful words to disarm you to no end until they annex your life.

Behind most of their beautiful statements their lingering dreams of darkness have become apparent.

Every time humanity reacts, they hide in their holes, surrounded by military and other protection, because they are that precious.

They pretend it's something so much worse, unexpected, even unacceptable of people to even consider reacting to any of this. They consider their plan impossible to escape from and a sin to be protested against it. It's like Middle Ages and Christianity all over again.

It's like this DISLIKE button in Youtube. When it used to be pressed, it caused an existential meltdown to Trudeau to see the dislike ratio on his nonsense at 95% percent.

What do we do about that? We just remove the dislike button! Now people can only like everything we do to them!

For those that don't, we have the Military ready to bust in their households or the media or brainwash them until they agree that the Co-Vid will be the end of us all.

In his mind, we are all going to love the Great Reseters whether we want to or not. It's very much akin to rape, but on a globalized scale.

Meanwhile, the media tell you that the great victory of stopping rape is the nonsense of the #MeToo, while we are all on the edge of getting raped perpetually by people that want to literally make you chipped cattle.

Meanwhile, they are fucking your Constitutions and all the freedoms and individual rights charters. No, they are literally fucking them and jacking off to the fact they will make you into a borg.
I don't make a joke here, this happened in Australia 10 months ago. Yes, the same Nation that was literally creating Co-Vid camps to rally its own citizens inside because they could be theoretically infected even if proving this would be practically improbable.

https://youtu.be/60K5jW9J3n4

These dudes literally had you locked in like cattle and they were fucking in the parliament possibly enjoying your infinite inception lockdown in a series or something. "Oh yeah baby, a lockdown! Wait until you see the Co-Vid camps, we are building for them to put them all in on a 0,01% death rate disease that kills people above the age of 75! Ahhhh!"

The above garbage I write to explain what kind of animals these people are, and in essence, to show you that they deserve no respect whatsoever.

Their plans about "Great Resets" are as poor as them, and deserve no respect. They in fact, deserve any and all opposition they receive. It's a duty for people who still value everything in this world to disagree with them.

The above is called ARROGANCE, of which the enemy is rife. It's also called DISRESPECT, except of pure evil. People used to punish these notions in their society. Resistance and denying them is one way to resist them.

If these things don't look abnormal to you, then you can go back to being tear gassed that #MeToo is the only real problem and not all your life and existence getting fucked by these crazy people.
Sort of like sitting on top of a boat that is sinking and watching one little hole on the wall or something. Like a guy in half sunk Titanic that is looking at a glass and says, "oh, there is a little hole there!" with the ship half sunk.

That's what they instruct you to do: "Look at only the broken window goy, while we remove all your personal and individual freedoms. Don't worry it will all go well."

But as it appears this doesn't work on everyone. That's a real problem for the "powers that be" right now.

How dare you dislike Justin forcing a syringe that you might not even need on you without your consent, to modify you like a vegetable only so that you can exist, for what is proven by all accounts to be less deadly than even the goddamn flu?

Typically, Justin Trudeau literally run for a hole to save himself when some people merely took some trucks and wanted to protest his insanity.

We are in a period of global schizophrenia that was triggered very deliberately by the enemy.

It's inconceivable to these soylent creatures how impolite you are since you don't want to get brainchipped, QR coded, and it's beyond them why you don't want x64 doses for your Co-Vid vaccine only to live your life as you did before.

Justin is losing sleep over this. You will be a terrorist if you disagree. You'll be Osama Bin Laden or something.

Justin Trudeau is statement to his caste of people. While they remove all human freedoms, cast down Constitutional rights and individual liberties, they essentially pretend it's the Holocaust all over again when they are questioned or when people react to their insanity in anyway.

They love to speak about these things, but when people actually go for these, they hide. When their actions are to speak about your freedoms and all this, they will speak louder than ever by shoving syringes on you whether you have reasonably decided the necessity for this or not.
Any reaction to the Great Reset, be this a protest, or a disagreement, or even internal discontent, will NOT be tolerated. AS with the Borg from Star Trek, "resistance", they hope, is "futile".

However, in their case, they are weak - so it is not "futile". It is just "unacceptable". And they expect human beings to act like sissies eternally as they get chipped and replaced by robots, sitting on their nest like chickens, while we wait for our impending doom.

And to copulate this marriage through the holy sacrament of having pointless vaccines over a pointless flu, just because Justin was as foolish and irresponsible to sign too many agreements to become a Vaccine dealer. Amen to that, everyone.

Have you accepted Justin Trudeau as your personal vaccine lord and QR code savior?

Remove this dislike button from Youtube and even Porn websites. You cannot not like the propaganda of the Jews in either platforms, platforms that they own. You will see only cat videos and cooking videos. You will like these videos whether you like it or not.

You will watch only news that tell you the Coronavirus is very deadly even-though most people worldwide seldom give a shit and are for months now on the "It's a goddamn thing no more than the flu" consciousness about it. You will be so scared about a virus that has 0.01% or so death rate in its recent variant, and you will shake in your boots for the 0,01% chance to die. Oy vey, another holocaust.

The soy infested overlords have decided we can no longer disagree with or not accept the Great Reset.

"You will NOT be allowed to disagree with their vision of your planet, and you must behave as if you and your children won't exist on it. In fact, it's better to not have any as these consume too much CO2 even if people will hardly own anything. You WILL be assimilated, YOU *WILL* OWN NOTHING AND YOU WILL BE HAPPY, GOY. You WILL get your 60 shots to be able to work, you WILL be observed in every transaction, you WILL have forcibly peaceful opinions, you WILL love all other humans and assimilate with them, you WILL do anything "WE", Klaus and Gang want you to do."
Any reaction, no matter how small, is taken as a National Security threat, and any protest from people is an attempt of "Insurrection". It's Hitler and Holocaust every single time these people are questioned. This is where we are at as a Western World.

Every time there is a little reaction from people about anything, it's a National Security threat deserving of military or state apparatus intervention. Long before us look the days when we had a Western World of rights and discourse.

They are fragile, weak, evil, and they are just looking for any opportunity to mobilize the State's apparatus to merely harass and enforce the Great Reset.

This world is where it is at because of absence of common sense and strong people.

No Justin, what you do is morbidly insane and these people are not a "Security threat to the Nation". They just want you to scram and stop desecrating their rights and Nation.

What the reactions from people mean is merely for you to cut the crap. But will you? Give a phone call to Klaus and ask for updates.

[Karnonnos] wrote:
"Trudeau casually describing the strikers as 'swastika wavers' a few days ago should give people pause for thought. They always use us as their example of metaphysical evil because they are deeply scared."

It's always the Nazis doing everything and always the good "Democratic Liberal Jews Great Reset" governments that are the source of all goodness in the universe. Nazis haven't existed politically since 1945 but this is our one and only problem 80 years later as a society.

It's Nazi Zombies everywhere and Pfizer and a lot of Coronavirus and Trudeau have the cure to edit our genome [and genocide us as per the Talmud dictates] to stop this.

The Nazi slang thoughtform has been charged so much by the Jew that they literally use it for everything now.
Everyone that says anything against them, it's a Racist, Nazi, Swastika bearing person, and every thought against the Co-Vid political agenda is another Holocaust that killed 6 trillion jews.

That's because they internally know they execute exactly the agenda of the Jews, so that's a form of psychological reverse blame of attacking their "Nemesis", admitting that they are Jews and that they promote a Jewish agenda for the Great "Reset".

Otherwise they wouldn't talk about Nazis and all this nonsense. Since it's plain out not only a lie, but borderline schizophrenic to say that when there are literally no "Nazis" anymore.

Other than this as we all can understand we are at this phase of the Global Great Reset Agenda where all people despite of anything are "Nazi Terrorists" mainly because they want to live and want their lives back.

It's Nazi and Terrorist and Another Holocaust to want this, and you kill 6 trillion jews every time you think about this, so be careful goy, that's the Jewish race's greatest guilt tripping soap opera.

Everything you do against the Chosen People and their Agenda is equal to a full-on genocidal holocaust of 6 trillion, and you are no different than Osama Bin Laden.

Every thought you make on whether this was wrong is another literal Holocaust and you create a literal National Socialist State with every thought you make with battalions rallying poor and totally innocent people like Klaus straight into concentration camps or soap production in the megatons.

All of this is real in Justin Trudeau's humorless mind same as that some people with Trucks making a protest are literally an armed invasion or insurrection or probably a well elaborate revolt meant to agitate his 8 booster doses until 2024 and then about 24 until 2030, medical and supreme political magnificence.
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